Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda  
Registrar (Evaluation) 

RAJIV GANDHI UNIVERSITY OF HEALTH SCIENCES, KARNATAKA  
4TH 'T' BLOCK, JAYANAGAR, BANGALORE - 560 041 

Ph. : 080-26961930,  
Fax. : 080-26961931 

REPLY URGENT 

Form No. 17 

Date : 27-08-2020 

R(E)/DR(E)-I/Ex-I/UG & PG /SEP - 2020  

Sir, 

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020. 

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF 

--- 

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020. 

CENTRE : KARAVAFL COLLEGE OF AYURVEDA  
MANGALORE - 
A800 

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work. 

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre. 

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited. 

Sd/-  
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda  
Registrar (Evaluation) 

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section 

1. The Principal, Srinivasa Institute of Dental Sciences, Mangalore - 574143 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination. 

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory. 

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

DR. SUKESH BHAT
ASST.PROF DEPT. OF MEDICAL
KODAGU INSTITUE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES
KODAGU -
COLL Ph.: Fax
MOBILE : 9480608905

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, KODAGU INSTITUE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES, KODAGU - is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Date: 27-08-2020

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

R(E)/DR(E)-I/Ex-I/UG & PG /SEP - 2020

REPLY URGENT

DR. LAKSHMI D R  
ASST.PROF DEPT. OF AYURVEDA
Tapovana Ayurveda Medical College
Doddabathi Davangere -
COLL Ph.: Fax
MOBILE : 8123021272

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations Seeptember-2020.
Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : BAPUJI DENTAL COLLEGE & HOSPITAL
POST BOX NO. 326, DAVANGERE - 577 004
CNT PH. : 08192 220575, 220572, 220931 (O) - 220578

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Tapovana Ayurveda Medical College, Doddabathi Davangere - is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

DR. SADIQUA BEGUM  \{T0004788\}
ASST.PROF DEPT. OF MEDICAL
Mysore Medical College & Research Institute,
Irwin Road , Mysore - 570 021
COLL Ph.: 2520512 Fax 2520803
MOBILE : 9845317203

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.
Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : CAUVERY INSTITUTE OF HEALTH SCIENCES
NO.131, 2D, 2E, 2F, KBL LAYOUT, ALANAHALLI BANNUR RING ROAD MYSORE - 570028

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B. Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be farwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Mysore Medical College & Research Institute, , Irwin Road, Mysore - 570 021 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

R(E)/DR(E)-I/Ex-I/UG & PG /SEP - 2020

Date: 27-08-2020

REPLY URGENT

DR. ARAVIND S RAJU {T0004704}
READER DEPT. OF DENTAL
Krishnadevaraya College of Dental Sciences
Krishnadevaraya Nagar, Via Yelahanka,
Hunasamaranahalli, Bangalore - 562 157
COLL Ph.: 28467083, 28477083, 28467084, 284670
MOBILE : 9902577960

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : DR. B.R AMBEDKAR MEDICAL COLLEGE,
KADUGONDANAHALLI, BANGALORE - 560 045
CNT PH. : 080 25476498, 25471784, 22548904 - 25471784

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section.

1. The Principal, Krishnadevaraya College of Dental Sciences, Krishnadevaraya Nagar, Via Yelahanka, Hunasamaranahalli, Bangalore - 562 157 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

DR. PRAVEEN KUMAR SIMPI {T0004762}
READER DEPT. OF AYURVEDA
N K Jabshetty Ayurvedic Medical College & PG Centre
Shri Sidharudh Math, Bidar - 585 403
COLL Ph.: 234422, 234849 (O), 222666 ® M - 9448
MOBILE : 9448222636

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations Seeptember-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : MVJ MEDICAL COLLEGE & RESEARCH HOSPITAL, DANDUPALYA, N.H,4. KOLATHUR POST, HOSKOTE, BANGALORE - 562 114
C NT PH. : 080 7931455, 7931644, 7931455 - 080 - 7931645

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Originol Order Copy will be farwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, N K Jabshetty Ayurvedic Medical College & PG Centre, Shri Sidharudh Math, Bidar - 585 403 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, SRINIVASA INSTITUTE OF NURSING SCIENCES, MANGALORE - is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

DR. SWETHA C
ASSO.PROF DEPT. OF MEDICAL
MVJ Medical College & Research Hospital,
Dandupalya, N.H,4. Kolathur Post, Hoskote,
Bangalore - 562 114
COLL Ph.: 7931455, 7931644, 7931455 Fax 080 - 79
MOBILE : 9535361209

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations Seeptember-2020.
Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : EAST POINT MEDICAL COLLEGE
BANGALORE -

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, MVJ Medical College & Research Hospital, , Dandupalya, N.H,4. Kolathur Post, Hoskote, Bangalore - 562 114 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda  Ph. : 080-26961930,
Registrar (Evaluation) Fax. : 080-26961931

R(E)/DR(E)-I/Ex-I/UG & PG /SEP - 2020 Date : 27-08-2020

REPLY URGENT

DR. SHESHANK M J  \{T0004657\}
ASST.PROF DEPT. OF MEDICAL
KODAGU INSTITUE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES
KODAGU -
COLL Ph.: Fax
MOBILE : 9844924141

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations Seeptember-2020.
Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : KVG MEDICAL COLLEGE, M406
KURUNJIBAGH, SULLIA, D.K. - 574 327
CNT PH. : 08257 234404 (O) 230215 © - 233408

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, KODAGU INSTITUE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES, KODAGU - is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
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REPLY URGENT

DR. SHWETHA RAO {T0004695}
LECTURER DEPT. OF DENTAL
K.L.E Society's Institute of Dental Sciences
No 20, Yeshwantpura Suburb II Stage, Tumkur Road, Bangalore - 560 022
COLL Ph.: 23474137 (O) 41744031 ® Fax 23474305
MOBILE : 9481447043

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations Seeptember-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : KANACHUR INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES
DERALKATTE, NATEAKL MANGALORE - MANGALORE - 575 018

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section.

1. The Principal, K.L.E Society's Institute of Dental Sciences, No 20, Yeshwantpura Suburb II Stage, Tumkur Road, Bangalore - 560 022 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : BIDAR INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES, M503
UDGIR ROAD BIDAR - 585401
CNT PH. : 08482 228366(QH), 228356 ® - 08482 - 240322

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, RRK Samithi College of Pharmacy, Naubad Bidar - 585 402 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Mandya Institute of Medical Sciences, District Hospital Premises, Mandya - 571 401 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

DR. HARISH KUMAR M
PROFESSOR DEPT. OF DENTAL
VYDEHI INSTITUTE OF DENTAL SCIENCES
BANGALORE -
COLL Ph.: Fax
MOBILE : 9449505466

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

---

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : M S RAMAIAH INSTITUTE OF NURSING SCIENCES, EDUCATION & RESEARCH
M S RAMAIAH NAGAR MSRIT POST BANGALORE - 560 054
CNT PH. : 080 23604047, 23608031 - 23604055

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

---

Note: The Originol Order Copy will be farwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, VYDEHI INSTITUTE OF DENTAL SCIENCES, BANGALORE - is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

Dr. K.B. Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

R(E)/DR(E)-I/Ex-I/UG & PG /SEP - 2020

Date : 27-08-2020

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B. Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, D.A. Pandu Memorial R V Dental College, CA 37, 24th Main, 1st Phase, J P Nagar, Bangalore - 560 078 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda  
Registrar (Evaluation)

R(E)/DR(E)-I/Ex-I/UG & PG /SEP - 2020  
Date: 27-08-2020

REPLY URGENT

MR. MANJUNATH WAGGI  
ASST.PROF DEPT. OF PHARMACY
Rajiv Memorial Education Society’s College of Pharmacy
Balaji Nagar, Old Jewargi Road, Gulbarga - 585 102
COLL Ph.: 270692, 234757 Fax 270692
MOBILE : 9341146944

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.
Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : ST. JOHN’S COLLEGE OF NURSING
ST. JOHN’S NATIONAL ACADEMY OF HEALTH SCIENCES, BANGALORE SARJAPUR ROAD BANGALORE - 560 034
CNT PH. : 080 22065121, 22065120 & 25520780 - 25531786

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda  
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original OrderCopy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Rajiv Memorial Education Society’s College of Pharmacy, Balaji Nagar, Old Jewargi Road, Gulbarga - 585 102 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

R(E)/DR(E)-I/Ex-I/UG & PG /SEP - 2020

Date: 27-08-2020

REPLY URGENT

MRS RAVI HASAPPA
ASST.PROF DEPT. OF PHARMACY
SVET COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
HUMNABAD -
COLL Ph.: Fax
MOBILE : 9448258601

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations Seeptember-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : FARAN COLLEGE OF NURSING
NO. 16 & P – 29, KANNUR VILLAGE & POST, BAGALUR MAIN ROAD,
BANGALORE - 562 149
CNT PH.: 080 080-28465525 / 32910951/28465505 - 28465515

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Originol Order Copy will be farwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, SVET COLLEGE OF PHARMACY, HUMNABAD - is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

DR. SATHYARAJ {T0004646}
ASST.PROP DEPT. OF MEDICAL
Kidwai Institute of Oncology
Dr. M.H. Marigowda Road, Bangalore - 560 029
COLL Ph.: 26094000, Extn: 4024 Fax 26560723
MOBILE : 9865487522

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : COLLEGE OF NURSING, ST. MARTHA'S HOSPITAL N009
NRUPATHUNGA ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 001
CNT PH. : 080 41475298,22293669,40128239 - 41475298

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Kidwai Institute of Oncology, Dr. M.H. Marigowda Road, Bangalore - 560 029 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

MR. MAHAVEER SINGH
ASST.PROF DEPT. OF PHARMACY
D.R.Karigowda College of Pharamcy
Udayagiri Extension, Kuvempu Nagar, Hassan - 573 201
COLL Ph.: 233896 Fax 233896
MOBILE : 9035990218

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : KTG COLLEGE OF NURSING SCIENCES
HEGGANAHALLY CROSS SUNKADAKATTE ROAD, VIA. MAGADI ROAD,
VISHWANEEDAM POST BANGALORE - 560 091
CNT PH. : 080 080-28365429(O), 23203954 ®, 28365780 -

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, D.R.Karigowda College of Pharamcy, Udayagiri Extension, Kuvempu Nagar, Hassan - 573 201 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

DR. CHENCHU KISHORE {T0004663}
ASSO.PROF DEPT. OF PHYSIOTHERAPY
Josco College of Nursing
No. 3590, Infant Jesus Building, Channappa Extn.,
Nelamangala (Post) Bangalore - 562 123
COLL Ph.: 080-7725950, 7725792, 9845376030 Fax
MOBILE : 8105204830

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : SARVODAYA COLLEGE OF NURSING
NO.11/2, BESIDES RAHEJA PARK APARTMENTS, AGRAHARA DASARAHALLI, MAGADI MAIN ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 079
CNT PH. : 080 080-41734401, 41734402 - 080-41734401

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Josco College of Nursing, No. 3590, Infant Jesus Building, Channappa Extn., Nelamangala (Post) Bangalore - 562 123 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

DR. VIDYA
ASST.PROF DEPT. OF DENTAL
S.B. Patil Institute of Dental Sciences & Research
P.O. Naubad, Bidar - 585 402
COLL Ph.: 232101, 232256, 325988 Fax 232101
MOBILE : 7760907033

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.
Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : HILL SIDE COLLEGE OF NURSING
NO. 9, RAGHUVANAHALLI KANAKAPURA ROAD BANGALORE - 560 062
CNT PH. : 080 080-26642312, 22722019 -

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

---

1. The Principal, S.B. Patil Institute of Dental Sciences & Research, P.O. Naubad, Bidar - 585 402 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

DR. VAITHIYANADANE
LECTURER DEPT. OF MEDICAL
KODAGU INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES
KODAGU -
COLL Ph.: Fax
MOBILE : 7502986063

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : ST. PHILOMINA’S COLLEGE OF NURSING
ST. PHILOMINA’S HOSPITAL NO.4, MOTHER THERESA ROAD CAMPBELL ROAD, VIVEKNAGAR POST BANGALORE - 560 047
CNT PH. : 080 080-25575705, 25577046/47/48 - 25575704

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, KODAGU INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES, KODAGU - is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
   2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

DR. YOGESH
ASST. PROF. DEPT. OF MEDICAL
KODAGU INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES
KODAGU -
COLL Ph.: Fax
MOBILE : 7975057407

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.
Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF
- - - - -

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : A E C S MARUTHI COLLEGE OF NURSING
NO.99, BEHIND MAARUTHI DENTAL COLLEGE, KAMMANAHALLI OFF.
BANNERAGHATTA ROAD BANGALORE - 560 076
CNT PH. : 080 080-26580774, - 080-26484411

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, KODAGU INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES, KODAGU - is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

- - - - -

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : S B COLLEGE OF NURSING

C A SITE # 21, K H B COLONY, NEAR 5TH PHASE BUS STAND, YELAHANKA NEW TOWN BANGALORE - 560 106

CNT PH. : 080 28567958 - 28567958

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Mandya Institute of Medical Sciences, District Hospital Premises, Mandya - 571 401 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Sharavathi Dental College, Alkola, T.H Road, Shimoga - 577 204 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)
REPLY URGENT

Date: 27-08-2020

Dr. RAVI KUMAR PUJARI
PROFESSOR DEPT. OF DENTAL
S.B. Patil Institute of Dental Sciences & Research
P.O. Naubad, Bidar - 585 402
COLL Ph.: 232101, 232256, 325988 Fax 232101
MOBILE: 9591885100

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations Seeptember-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

Centre: MANJUNATH COLLEGE OF NURSING
NO. 39/1, CHIKKASANDRA GRAMA,CHIKKABANAVARA RAILWAY STATION.
CHIKKABANAVARA POST HESARAGHATTA ROAD BANGALORE - 560 090
CNT PH. : 080 080-28391555, 65326100 & 9845172776 - 080-028396210

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Originol Order Copy will be farwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, S.B. Patil Institute of Dental Sciences & Research, P.O. Naubad, Bidar - 585 402 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
   2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Atreya Institute of Ayurveda, Kakkalli Road, Kodigehalli Post, Doddaballapur Tq. Bangalore - 561 203 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

DR. MANJUNATH
PROFESSOR DEPT. OF PHARMACY
East Point College of Pharmacy
No. 147, Bidarahalli, Virgonagar Post, Bangalore - 560 049
COLL Ph.: 32425060 Fax 080 - 28472999
MOBILE : 9886277745

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations Seeptember-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE :SMT. LAKSHMI DEVI COLLEGE OF NURSING
SY. NO. 128/1, SIDDHARTHA NAGAR, CHINTAMANI ROAD, HOSKOTE, BANGALORE -

CNT PH. : 080 32918542 -

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Originol Order Copy will be farwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, East Point College of Pharmacy, No. 147, Bidarahalli, Virgonagar Post, Bangalore - 560 049 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as “Observer/Squad” in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

DR. SUJATHA B K
READER DEPT. OF DENTAL
VYDEHI INSTITUTE OF DENTAL SCIENCES
BANGALORE -
COLL Ph.: Fax
MOBILE : 9019956236

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.
Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : VYDEHI INSTITUTE OF NURSING SCIENCES & RESEARCH CENTRE N066
NALLURAHALLI, WHITEFIELD #82, E.P.I.P AREA BANGALORE - 560 066
CNT PH. : 080 080-28413381/28413384 - 080-28416199

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, VYDEHI INSTITUTE OF DENTAL SCIENCES, BANGALORE - is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note:
1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda  
Registrar (Evaluation)  

R(E)/DR(E)-I/Ex-I/UG & PG /SEP - 2020  
Date: 27-08-2020

REPLY URGENT

DR. SHASHIKANTH  
ASST.PROF DEPT. OF DENTAL  
HKDET’s Dental College & Hospital,  
Kalur Road, Bidar Dist. Humnabad - 585 330  
COLL Ph.: 270381 Fax 271963  
MOBILE : 7676107070

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.  

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE: NOOR COLLEGE OF NURSING  
NO. 5, NOOR BUILDING, RMV II STAGE, BHOOPASANDRA MAIN ROAD,  
BANGALORE - 560 094

CNT PH.: 080 080-23414786, 65606464/65, 23414786 - 080-23414786

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda  
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Originol Order Copy will be farwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, HKDET’s Dental College & Hospital, , Kalur Road, Bidar Dist. Humnabad - 585 330 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note:  
1. Examination work is mandatory.  
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
R(E)/DR(E)-I/Ex-I/UG & PG /SEP - 2020   Date : 27-08-2020

REPLY URGENT

DR. SHUBHARANI {T0004648}
ASSO.PROF DEPT. OF AYURVEDA
Sushrutha Ayurvedic Medical College & Hospital
"Prashanti Kuteera", Jodi Bingipura, Jigani Hobli,
Anekal Taluk, Bangalore - - 560 106
COLL Ph.: 26892450 Fax Telefax
MOBILE : 9449453674

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations Seeptember-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE :ADARSHA COLLEGE OF NURSING  N072
NO.42, KENGERI OUTER RING ROAD JNANAGNAGA NAGAR,
MARIYAPPANAPALYA BANGALORE - 560 043
CNT PH. : 080 080-65954964, 98450-50629 -

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Originol Order Copy will be farwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Sushrutha Ayurvedic Medical College & Hospital, "Prashanti Kuteera", Jodi Bingipura, Jigani Hobli, Anekal Taluk, Bangalore - - 560 106 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Reply URGENT

Dr. CHETHAN NIMBALKAR {T0004763}
ASST.PROF DEPT. OF AYURVEDA
N K Jabshetty Ayurvedic Medical College & PG Centre
Shri Sidharudh Math, Bidar - 585 403
COLL Ph.: 234422, 234849 (O), 222666 ® M - 9448
MOBILE : 7045657231

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : SRI SHANTHINI COLLEGE OF NURSING
#61, JANANPRIYA TOWNSHIP KADABAGERE POST MAGADI MAIN ROAD
BANGALORE - 562 130
CNT PH. : 080 65721175, 28396854 - 26753217

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, N K Jabshetty Ayurvedic Medical College & PG Centre, Shri Sidharudh Math, Bidar - 585 403 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Re: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

---

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Nargund College of Pharmacy, Dattatreyanagar II Main, 100 Feet Ring Road, B S K III Stage, Bangalore - 560 085 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

DR. RAJU H V {T0004709}
PROFESSOR DEPT. OF PHARMACY
Visveswarapura Institution of Pharmaceutical Sciences
24th Main Road, 25th cross, Opp.BDA complex,
Banashankari II Stage, Bangalore - 560 070
COLL Ph.: 080 - 26711851, 080 - 51125805 ® Fax 2
MOBILE : 9448166323

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE: ROOHI COLLEGE OF NURSING
NEAR KANNUR VILL, BANGALORE NORTH, HENNUR-BAGALUR MAIN ROAD, BANGALORE - 560099
CNT PH.: 080 080-22720200/65607779 -

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Visveswarapura Institution of Pharmaceutical Sciences, 24th Main Road, 25th cross, Opp.BDA complex, Banashankari II Stage, Bangalore - 560 070 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.
Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Government Homoeopathic Medical College, Dr. Siddaiah Puranik Road, Basaveshwaranagar, Bangalore - 560 079 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

Dr. SOMNATH {T0004647}
ASST.PROF DEPT. OF AYURVEDA
T M A E Society's Ayurvedic Medical College
P. B. No. 54, Sanklapur Thanda, Hospet - 583 201
COLL Ph.: 266016 (O), 224797 ® Fax
MOBILE : 9036199959

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : ROYAL COLLEGE OF NURSING
SURVE NO 1/2, MALLAPURA VILLAGE, KASABA HOBLI NELAMANGALA TALUK BANGALORE - 562 162

CNT PH. : 9845044735 -

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, T M A E Society's Ayurvedic Medical College, P. B. No. 54, Sanklapur Thanda, Hospet - 583 201 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.  
Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Mandya Institute of Medical Sciences, , District Hospital Premises, Mandya - 571 401 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note:  1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, KTG Ayurveda Medical College, Heggannahalli Cross, Sunkadakatte Road, Vishwaneeadam Post, Bangalore - 560 091 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

MRS MOUNA V
ASST.PROF DEPT. OF PHARMACY
Sri K V College of Pharmacy
M G Road, Chickkaballapur - 562 101
COLL Ph.: 250112, M-99005 10200 Fax
MOBILE : 9740917737

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : BHUVAN COLLEGE OF NURSING

CUDDAPAH EDUCATION SOCIETY ® VENKATALA YELAHANKA BANGALORE - 560 064

CNT PH. : 8073206954/9945197915 - 8073206954

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Sri K V College of Pharmacy, M G Road, Chickkaballapur - 562 101 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examinations.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda  
Registrar (Evaluation)  

REPLY URGENT  

Date: 27-08-2020  

Sir,  

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations SSeeptember-2020.  

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF  

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : UNIVERSAL COLLEGE OF NURSING  

ARAKERE MICO LAYOUR IIMB POST BANNERUGHATTA ROAD BANGALORE - 560 076  

CNT PH. : 080 55379435 - 26494483, 26483972  

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-  

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda  
Registrar (Evaluation)  

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section  

1. The Principal, Shri D G Melmalagi Ayurvedic Medical College & Hospital, Shivananda Nagar, Kalasapur Road, Gadag - 582 103 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.  
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

DR. KRUTHIKA {T0004659}
ASST.PROF DEPT. OF AYURVEDA
Tapovana Ayurveda Medical College
Doddabthi Davangere -
COLL Ph.: Fax
MOBILE : 9591208019

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations Seeptember-2020.
Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE :SRI KALABHYRAVESHWARA SWAMY COLLEGE OF NURSING
N123
CA SITE NO. 1, 2ND CROSS, CHBS 3RD STAGE, CHANDRALAYOUT,
VIJAYANAGARA 2ND STAGE, BANGALORE - 560 040

CNT PH. : 23101855 - 23101855

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Originol Order Copy will be farwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Tapovana Ayurveda Medical College, Doddabthi Davangere - is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
DR. SOMA SINGH
ASST.PROF DEPT. OF MEDICAL
Vijayanagar Institute Of Medical Sciences
Cantonment, Bellary - 583 104
COLL Ph.: 235204 (O) Fax 235202
MOBILE : 9945690531

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations Seeptember-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Vijayanagar Institute Of Medical Sciences, Cantonment, Bellary - 583 104 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

DR. MALLIKARJUNA PATIL [T0004768]
ASST.PROF. DEPT. OF HOMEOPATHY
Government Homoeopathic Medical College
Dr. Siddaiah Puranik Road, Basaveswara nagar,
Bangalore - 560 079
COLL Ph.: 23359413, 25705235 @ Fax 080 - 233594
MOBILE : 9845642628

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations S eptember-2020.
Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE :VARALAKSHMI HOSPITAL COLLEGE OF NURSING
NO. 19, KIADB ROAD,CHOKKASANDRA, T DASARAHALLI, PEENYA, BANGALORE - 560 057
CNT PH. : 080 080-22714074, 28370294, -

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Government Homoeopathic Medical College, Dr. Siddaiah Puranik Road, Basaveswara nagar, Bangalore - 560 079 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

**Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF**

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B. Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

---

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

---

1. The Principal, Bharathi College of Pharmacy, Bharathinagar (K M Doddi) Maddur Tq., Mandya Dist. K M Doddi - 571 422 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations Seeptember-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, OXBRIDGE COLLEGE OF PHARMACY, # 8 & 9, MAHADESHWARA NAGAR EXTN, VISHWANEEDAM POST. HEROHALLI CROSS, MAGADI MAIN ROAD Bangalore - 560 091 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section.

1. The Principal, Rajarajeshwari College of Physiotherapy, Kambipura, Mysore Road, Kengeri Hobli Bangalore - 560 074 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

DR. SANJEEV BIRADAR
ASST.PROF DEPT. OF PHARMACY
RRK Samithi College of Pharmacy
Naubad Bidar - 585 402
COLL Ph.: 232031(O), 222673 ® Fax
MOBILE : 9035381020

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations Seeptember-2020.
Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020 .

CENTRE : K R COLLEGE OF NURSING

SY. NO. 30/1 & 30/2, CHAMUNDESHWARI TEMPLE RAVUGODLU, UTTARAHALLI HOBLI KANAKAPURA MAIN ROAD BANGALORE - 560 082

CNT PH. : 080 080-26392661/662, 663 -

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, RRK Samithi College of Pharmacy, Naubad Bidar - 585 402 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

MR. VINAY
ASST.PROF DEPT. OF PHARMACY
D.R.Karigowda College of Pharmacy
Udayagiri Extension, Kuvempu Nagar, Hassan - 573 201
COLL Ph.: 233896 Fax 233896
MOBILE : 9663681327

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.
Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : HARSHA COLLEGE OF NURSING,
NO.193/4, SONDEKOPPA CIRCLE, N H 4, NELAMANGALA TQ. BANGALORE RURAL DIST. - 562123
CNT PH. : 080 080-7723697, 7724003, 7723959, 9448040825 -

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, D.R.Karigowda College of Pharmacy, Udayagiri Extension, Kuvempu Nagar, Hassan - 573 201 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as “Observer/Squad” in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

DR. VINAY KUMAR H S
ASST.PROF DEPT. OF AYURVEDA
T M A E Society's Ayurvedic Medical College
P. B. No. 54, Sanklapur Thanda, Hospet - 583 201
COLL Ph.: 266016 (O), 224797 ® Fax
MOBILE : 9743454651

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, T M A E Society's Ayurvedic Medical College, P. B. No. 54, Sanklapur Thanda, Hospet - 583 201 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

R(E)/DR(E)-I/Ex-I/UG & PG /SEP - 2020

Date : 27-08-2020

MR. MOHAMMED YUNUS  
ASSO.PROF DEPT. OF AYURVEDA
Shri Jagadguru Gurusiddeshwar Co - Operative Hospital Society's Ayurvedic Medical College,
Shri Jagadguru Gurusiddeshwar Co - Operative Hospital Society's Ayurvedic Medical College, Tq:
Gokak Dist: Belgaum Ghataprabha - 591 321
COLL Ph.: 286229 Fax 287237
MOBILE : 9448456450

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.
Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : GOLDEN INSTITUTE OF NURSING SCIENCES, N165
NO.1561, 15TH CROSS R K HEGDE NAGAR B RAMAIAH MAIN ROAD, S R K NAGAR  
POST BANGALORE - 560 077
CNT PH. : 080 7676069748 -

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Shri Jagadguru Gurusiddeshwar Co - Operative Hospital Society's Ayurvedic Medical College, , Shri Jagadguru Gurusiddeshwar Co - Operative Hospital Society's Ayurvedic Medical College, Tq: Gokak Dist: Belgaum Ghataprabha - 591 321 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. If you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Sd/-

DR. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section.
REPLY URGENT

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020. 

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, S G V Ayurvedic Medical College, Dharwad Road, Bailhongal - 591 102 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note:

1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
R(E)/DR(E)-I/Ex-I/UG & PG /SEP - 2020

Date: 27-08-2020

REPLY URGENT

Dr. YOGESH H S  {T0004774}
PROFESSOR DEPT. OF PHARMACY
Al - Ameen College of Pharmacy
Hosur Road, Opp. Lalbagh Main Gate, Bangalore - 560 027
COLL Ph.: 22234619 / 22235626 Fax 080 - 2222583
MOBILE : 9611133444

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations Seeptember-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : SRILAKSHMI COLLEGE OF NURSING
NO. 127/1, SRI GANDADA KAVAL MAGADI MAIN ROAD, VISHWANEEDAM POST SUNKADAKATTE BANGALORE - 560 091
CNT PH. : 080 23585832, 23587680 - 23587681

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Originol Order Copy will be farwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Al - Ameen College of Pharmacy, Hosur Road, Opp. Lalbagh Main Gate, Bangalore - 560 027 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Dr. K.B. Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

REPLY URGENT

Date: 27-08-2020

DR. VIJAY KUMAR KOTRANNAVAR
PROFESSOR DEPT. OF AYURVEDA
Shri Jagadguru Gurusiddeshwar Co - Operative Hospital Society's Ayurvedic Medical College,
Shri Jagadguru Gurusiddeshwar Co - Operative Hospital Society's Ayurvedic Medical College, Tq:
Gokak Dist: Belgaum Ghataprabha - 591 321
COLL Ph.: 286229 Fax 287237
MOBILE : 9242851170

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations Seeptember-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE: NAVANEETHAM COLLEGE OF NURSING,
NO. 132/1, 5TH CROSS, P & T LAYOUT HORAMAVU, BANASWADI BANGALORE - 560 043
CNT PH.: 080 25426741, 25484020 - 25427119

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B. Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Originol Order Copy will be farwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Shri Jagadguru Gurusiddeshwar Co - Operative Hospital Society's Ayurvedic Medical College, , Shri Jagadguru Gurusiddeshwar Co - Operative Hospital Society's Ayurvedic Medical College, Tq: Gokak Dist: Belgaum Ghataprabha - 591 321 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Date: 27-08-2020

REPLY URGENT

DR. ADITHYA J V [T0004687]
PROFESSOR DEPT. OF AYURVEDA
Bapuji Ayurvedic Medical College
Bapuji Campus, T R Nagar, Challakere - 577 522
COLL Ph.: 250007 Fax 08195 - 251246
MOBILE : 7795124260

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE: SNS COLLEGE OF NURSING
MYSORE ROAD GUNDLUPETE, CHAMARAJANAGAR DISTRICT - 571111
CNT PH.: 08229 222210/297722/9243580274

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Bapuji Ayurvedic Medical College, Bapuji Campus, T R Nagar, Challakere - 577 522 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

DR. MAMATHA V RAO {T0004775}
PROFESSOR DEPT. OF AYURVEDA
Government Ayurvedic Medical College
SAGAR ROAD, SHIMOGA - 577 201
COLL Ph.: 08182-223230, 254276 Fax 254273
MOBILE : 9945683868

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE: FAITH INSTITUTE OF NURSING SCIENCES,
SATYADEVA PALACE, RAMACHANDRAPURA JALAHALLI P.O BANGALORE - 560 013
CNT PH. : 080 080-28380763, 28380764 -

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Government Ayurvedic Medical College, SAGAR ROAD, SHIMOGA - 577 201 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

R(E)/DR(E)-I/Ex-I/UG & PG /SEP - 2020

Date: 27-08-2020

REPLY URGENT

DR. NARASIMHA B C {T0004776}
PROFESSOR DEPT. OF MEDICAL
KODAGU INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES
KODAGU -
COLL Ph.: Fax
MOBILE : 7019886983

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : SPURTHY COLLEGE OF NURSING, NO. 328, MARASUR GATE, ANEKAL MAIN ROAD, MARASUR POST, ANEKAL TALUK BANGALORE DIST - 562106
CNT PH. : 080 080-27827776, 27827777 - 27827779

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, KODAGU INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES, KODAGU - is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

Date: 27-08-2020

DR. ARAVIND SHENOY
ASSO.PROF DEPT. OF AYURVEDA
Shri Dhanvantari Ayurveda College & Hospital
Siddapur, Uttara Kannada District - 581 355
COLL Ph.: 08389 - 231036, 231551 Fax 08389 - 231
MOBILE : 9480120300

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.
Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : SRI VISHNU COLLEGE OF NURSING
NO. 538, M.S RAMAIAH ENCLAVE, NAGASANDRA POST, TUMKUR ROAD,
BANGALORE - 560073
CNT PH. : 08154 -

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Shri Dhanvantari Ayurveda College & Hospital, Siddapur, Uttara Kannada District - 581 355 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for University examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

---

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, ADICHUNCHANAGIRI AYUREDA MEDICAL COLLEGE, BANGALORE is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

Date: 27-08-2020

MR. ABILASH R
ASST.PROF DEPT. OF PHARMACY
Dr. H L Thimmegowda College of Pharmacy
Kengal, Channapatna - 571 502
COLL Ph.: 7253929 Fax 080 -7253705
MOBILE : 9743133720

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations Seeptember-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020 .

CENTRE : OCEAN COLLEGE OF NURSING,
GOPAL REDDY HOUSE NO. 89, THIRUMENAHALLI, KALAPPAREDDY ROAD,
AGRAHARA LAYOUT, NEAR HEGDE NAGAR, YELAHANKA, BANGALORE - 560064
CNT PH. : 57606464/65, 09972255235 -

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Originol Order Copy will be farwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Dr. H L Thimmegowda College of Pharmacy, Kengal, Channapatna - 571 502 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

Date: 27-08-2020

R(E)/DR(E)-I/Ex-I/UG & PG /SEP - 2020

DR. PREMNATH {T0004676}
PROFESSOR DEPT. OF MEDICAL
CHAMARAJANAGARA INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES

CHAMARAJANAGAR -
COLL Ph.: Fax
MOBILE : 9880295295

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : CNK COLLEGE OF NURSING
CHOLANAYAKANA HALLI R T NAGAR POST BANGALORE - 560 032
CNT PH. : 080 23549115 - 23540133

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B. Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, CHAMARAJANAGARA INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES, CHAMARAJANAGAR - is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

DR. DHULAPPA S HUGAR {T0004625}
ASST.PROF DEPT. OF PHARMACY
H K E S College of Pharmacy
Mahadevappa Rampure Road, Gulbarga - 585 105
COLL Ph.: 221392 (O), 232825 ® Fax 244662
MOBILE : 7022019138

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.
Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : SAJJALASHREE INSTITUTE OF NURSING SCIENCE
BVV SANGHA’S SAJJALASHREE INSTITUTE OF NURSING SCIENCES BAGALKOT
NAVANAGAR BAGALKOT - 587 102
CNT PH. : 08354 237141(O), 222975® - 237141

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, H K E S College of Pharmacy, Mahadevappa Rampure Road, Gulbarga - 585 105 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Form No. 17

RAJIV GANDHI UNIVERSITY OF HEALTH SCIENCES, KARNATAKA
4TH 'T' BLOCK, JAYANAGAR, BANGALORE - 560 041

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

R(E)/DR(E)-I/Ex-I/UG & PG /SEP - 2020

REPLY URGENT

Date: 27-08-2020

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations Seeptember-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Rajiv Gandhi Education Society's Ayurvedic Medical College & Hospital, , Gadag District Ron - 582 209 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.

Dr. PRAKASH METI
ASSO.PROF DEPT. OF AYURVEDA
Rajiv Gandhi Education Society's Ayurvedic Medical College & Hospital,
Gadag District Ron - 582 209
COLL Ph.: 267452 Fax 267452
MOBILE : 9590749223

Centre: SHRI J G CO-OPERATIVE HOSPITAL SOCIETY'S COLLEGE OF NURSING
SHRI J G CO- OPERATIVE HOSPITAL AND RESEARCH INSTITUTE LTD. GOKAK TALUK, BELGAUM DIST GHATAPRABHA - 591 321
CNT PH. : 08332 286262, 286933 - 287499

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)
Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, A L N Rao Ayurvedic Medical College, Chikmagalur Dist, Koppa - 577126 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
R(E)/DR(E)-I/Ex-I/UG & PG /SEP - 2020

Date : 27-08-2020

REPLY URGENT

MR. MOHAMMED SHADAB PASHA
ASST.PROF DEPT. OF PHARMACY
Dr. H L Thimmegowda College of Pharmacy
Kengal, Channapatna - 571 502
COLL Ph.: 7253929 Fax 080 -7253705
MOBILE : 8892837938

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE: SHARABESHWARA COLLEGE OF NURSING

6TH WARD, GUGGURAHATTI, BANGALORE ROAD BELLARY - 583 102
CNT PH. : 08392 08392-250282, 250565 & 250283 - 250283,

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Dr. H L Thimmegowda College of Pharmacy, Kengal, Channapatna - 571 502 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

Dr. RATHNA L MALLAPUR  
ASST.PROF DEPT. OF AYURVEDA  
S G V Ayurvedic Medical College  
Dharwad Road,  Bailhongal - 591 102  
COLL Ph.: 236832, 237204 Fax 08288 - 237204  
MOBILE : 9972914688

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.  
Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : INDIAN COLLEGE OF NURSING  
NO. 50, AZEEZ MANDIR VIJAYANAGAR COLONY, CONTONMENT BELLARY - 583 104

CNT PH. : 08392 240306 - [O], 240997, 240415 - 240306

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda  
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, S G V Ayurvedic Medical College, Dharwad Road, Bailhongal - 591 102 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note:  
1. Examination work is mandatory.  
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

MR. ABILASH R
ASST.PROF DEPT. OF PHARMACY
Dr. H L Thimmegowda College of Pharmacy
Kengal, Channapatna - 571 502
COLL Ph.: 7253929 Fax 080 -7253705
MOBILE : 9743133720

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : R K COLLEGE OF NURSING
SATYANARAYANAPET MAIN ROAD  BELLARY - 583102

CNT PH. :-

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Originol Order Copy will be farwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Dr. H L Thimmegowda College of Pharmacy, Kengal, Channapatna - 571 502 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same Centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

Date: 27-08-2020

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

R(E)/DR(E)-I/Ex-I/UG & PG /SEP - 2020

MR. VEERESH
ASST.PROF DEPT. OF PHARMACY
Basaveshwara College of Pharmacy
Shanti Niketan Educational Camps, Chidri, Bidar - 585403
COLL Ph.: 329283, 236319 Fax 08482 - 236319
MOBILE : 8867295720

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations Seeptember-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : SRI SAPTAGIRI COLLEGE OF NURSING
NEAR BANASHANKARAMMA TEMPLE, 1ST WARD, CHITWADGI, HOSPET - N256
CUT PH. : 583 211 -

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Basaveshwara College of Pharmacy, Shanti Niketan Educational Camps, Chidri, Bidar - 585403 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
MR. SHIVANAND K
ASST.PROF DEPT. OF PHARMACY
SVET COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
HUMNABAD -
COLL Ph.: Fax
MOBILE : 6361166339

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointmen as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, SVET COLLEGE OF PHARMACY, HUMNABAD - is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as “Observer/Squad” in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

1. The Principal, AVS Ayurveda Mahavidyalaya, Vidyanagar, Bagalkot Road, Bijapur - 586 101 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

DR. BASAVARAJ BHINGLE
ASST.PROF DEPT. OF AYURVEDA
Dr. Basavaraj Nagur Memorial Rural Ayurvedic Medical College & Hospital (Dr. B N M R)
Smt. Sushiladevi Nagur Colony, College Road, Bijapur - 586 101
COLL Ph.: 253460 & 250060 Fax 08352 - 224212
MOBILE : 8970407207

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : TULZA BHAVANI COLLEGE OF NURSING
NO. 899/3, NEAR HAJARAT JUNEDI, GYANG BAWADI, BIJAPUR - 586 101
CNT PH. : 08352 08352-271160, 645158, 9448210100, 9901498014 - 08352-271160

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Originol Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Dr. Basavaraj Nagur Memorial Rural Ayurvedic Medical College & Hospital (Dr. B N M R), Smt. Sushiladevi Nagur Colony, College Road, Bijapur - 586 101 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. If you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda  
Registrar (Evaluation)  

REPLY URGENT

Dr. ARJUN SASIKUMAR  
ASST.PROF DEPT. OF AYURVEDA  
Ashwini Ayurvedic Medical College  
Maralur Ring Road, Tumkur - 572 105  
COLL Ph.: 6530902 Fax  
MOBILE : 9539269549

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.  
Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE: ALVA'S COLLEGE OF NURSING  
ALVA'S HEALTH CENTRE COMPLEX NEAR NEW BUS STAND MOODBIDRI - 574 227

CNT PH.: 08258 238104-238111 EXT. 35 - 236731

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda  
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Originol Order Copy will be farwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Ashwini Ayurvedic Medical College, Maralur Ring Road, Tumkur - 572 105 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

DR. M P RAGHAVENDRA
ASSO.PROF DEPT. OF DENTAL
Sharavathi Dental College
Alkola, T.H Road, Shimoga - 577 204
COLL Ph.: 250167, 250816 Fax 08182 - 405731
MOBILE : 9916087734

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE :SHARADA INSTITUTE OF NURSING
P.B NO. 13, SDC HOSPITAL, SHRINGERI - N352
CNT PH. : -

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Sharavathi Dental College, Alkola, T.H Road, Shimoga - 577 204 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

DR. ROHIT H E {T0004799}
ASST.PROF DEPT. OF AYURVEDA
Ashwini Ayurvedic Medical College
Maralur Ring Road, Tumkur - 572 105
COLL Ph.: 6530902 Fax
MOBILE : 9964167910

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : S J M INSTITUTE OF NURSING SCIENCES
N.H.4 BY-PASS, NEAR HOUSING BOARD COLONY, CHITRADURGA - 577 501
CNT PH. : 08194 229124, 220034,221284, 650915 - 229124

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Originol Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Ashwini Ayurvedic Medical College, Maralur Ring Road, Tumkur - 572 105 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
R(E)/DR(E)-I/Ex-I/UG & PG /SEP - 2020

Date: 27-08-2020

REPLY URGENT

DR. R V YADAVANNAVAR  {T0004655}
PROFESSOR DEPT. OF AYURVEDA
SV M V Sanghas Shri Vijay Mahantesh Ayurvedic Medical College
P B No 15, Bagalkot Dist. Ilkal - 587 125
COLL Ph.: 270518 (O), 270501 Fax 08351 - 271902
MOBILE : 8073088693

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : ST. MARY’S COLLEGE OF NURSING
HANUMANTAPPA COMPOUND FORT ROAD, K B EXTENSION CHITRADURGA - 577 501

CNT PH. : 08194 08194-234168,234195, 09448134165, 9448128122 - 234195

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, SV M V Sanghas Shri Vijay Mahantesh Ayurvedic Medical College, P B No 15, Bagalkot Dist. Ilkal - 587 125 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations Seeptember-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda  
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Originol Order Copy will be farwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Sharavathi Dental College , Alkola, T.H Road, Shimoga - 577 204 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Date: 27-08-2020

REPLY URGENT

DR. NARASIMHA RAI  {T0004700}
PROFESSOR DEPT. OF MEDICAL
KODAGU INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES
KODAGU -
COLL Ph.: Fax
MOBILE : 9480528320

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : FR. MULLER'S COLLEGE OF NURSING
P.B.NO.501, KANKANADY MANGALORE - 575 002
CNT PH. : 0824 2438000, 2438320, 2438906, 2436301 TO 2436310 - 2438906

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, KODAGU INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES, KODAGU - is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda  
Registrar (Evaluation)

R(E)/DR(E)-I/Ex-I/UG & PG /SEP - 2020  
Date: 27-08-2020  

REPLY URGENT

DR. S C  
ASST.PROF DEPT. OF PHYSIOTHERAPY  
Shreedevi College of Physiotherapy  
Maina Tower, Ballalbagh, Mangalore - 575 003  
COLL Ph.: 2456501, 2456511, 2457937 Fax 245110  
MOBILE : 9886819787

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : DR. M V SHETTY INSTITUTE OF HEALTH SCIENCES  
VIDYANAGAR PANJIMOGURU POST MANGALORE - 575 013  
CNT PH. : 0824 2481048/2481096/2482193/2482192 - 2485353

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda  
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section.

1. The Principal, Shreedevi College of Physiotherapy, Maina Tower, Ballalbagh, Mangalore - 575 003 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note:  1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Alvas Ayurvedic Medical College, Alvas Health Centre Complex, Moodbidri - 574 227 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

PRO R RAVEENDRA
PROFESSOR DEPT. OF PHARMACY
R R College of Pharmacy
No.67, Near Chikkabanavara Railway Station,
Chikkabanavara, Bangalore - 560090
COLL Ph.: 28391155 Fax 28396210
MOBILE : 9341223427

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations Seeptember-2020.
Appoint nent as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : CITY COLLEGE OF NURSING
( A UNIT OF CITY HOSPITAL CHARITABLE TRUST) "CITY ENCLAVE"
SHAKTINAGAR MANGALORE - 575 016
CNT PH. : 0824 2232270/2230522/2231275 - 2213275

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, R R College of Pharmacy, No.67, Near Chikkabanavara Railway Station, Chikkabanavara, Bangalore - 560090 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

MRS PRATHIKSHA SHETTY  
ASST.PROF DEPT. OF MEDICAL  
KANACHUR INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES (AHS)  
DERALKATTE, Nateakl Mangalore - 575 018  
COLL Ph.: Fax  
MOBILE : 7411789834  

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations Seeptember-2020.  
Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-  
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda  
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, KANACHUR INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES (AHS), DERALKATTE, Nateakl Mangalore - 575 018 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note:  
1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
R(E)/DR(E)-I/Ex-I/UG & PG /SEP - 2020

Date: 27-08-2020

REPLY URGENT

DR. ANOOP KUMAR  \{T0004813\}
ASST.PROF DEPT. OF AYURVEDA
SHARADA AYURVEDICA MEDICAL COLLEGE
MANGALORE -
COLL Ph.: Fax
MOBILE : 8792111387

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations Seeptember-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE: SRINIVASA INSTITUTE OF NURSING SCIENCES
VALACHILPADAVU ARKULA MANGALORE - 574143
CNT PH.: 0824 0824-2274723, 2425966, 2444891 - 2274723, 2442766, 2426766, 2423302

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, SHARADA AYURVEDICA MEDICAL COLLEGE, MANGALORE - is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note:

1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

DR. ARAVIND BHAT {T0004667}
ASST.PROF DEPT. OF AYURVEDA
Ashwini Ayurvedic Medical College
Maralur Ring Road, Tumkur - 572 105
COLL Ph.: 6530902 Fax
MOBILE : 9986184748

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : RNS NURSING COLLEGE
N H - 17, BHATKAL TALUK, MURUDESHWAR - 581 350
CNT PH. : 08385 260961 - 08385-260961 / 268051

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Ashwini Ayurvedic Medical College, Maralur Ring Road, Tumkur - 572 105 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

R(E)/DR(E)-I/Ex-I/UG & PG /SEP - 2020

Date: 27-08-2020

REPLY URGENT

Dr. KOMALA K BANNAD
PRINCIPAL DEPT. OF PHYSIOTHERAPY
DMJ COLLEGE OF PHYSIOTHERAPY
BANGALORE -
COLL Ph.: Fax
MOBILE : 8073744519

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.
Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : K L E INSTITUTE OF NURSING SCIENCES
VIDYA NAGAR HUBLI - 580 031
CNT PH. : 0836 0836-2375506, -

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, DMJ COLLEGE OF PHYSIOTHERAPY, BANGALORE - is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

DR. MAHANTESH KUBSAD
PROFESSOR DEPT. OF HOMEOPATHY
SRI SATHYA SAI COLLEGE OF HOMOEOPATHIC MEDICAL SCIENCE
# KARNATAKA HIGH SCHOOL ROAD, REGAL CIRCLE, DHARWAD - 580 001
COLL Ph.: Fax
MOBILE : 9945958103

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : GOVERNMENT COLLEGE OF NURSING, K I M S, HUBLI - 580 022
CNT PH. : 0836 0836-2272044 - 2272044

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section.

1. The Principal, SRI SATHYA SAI COLLEGE OF HOMOEOPATHIC MEDICAL SCIENCE, # KARNATAKA HIGH SCHOOL ROAD, REGAL CIRCLE, DHARWAD - 580 001 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

Dr. BHEEMA GOPAL
ASST.PROF DEPT. OF AYURVEDA
Tapovana Ayurveda Medical College
Doddabatti Davangere -
COLL Ph.: Fax
MOBILE : 9480295396

Sir,

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE :SRI DHARMASTHALA MANJUNATHESHWARA COLLEGE OF NURSING
MANJUSHRINAGAR, SATTUR DHARWAD - 580 009

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be farwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Tapovana Ayurveda Medical College , Doddabatti Davangere - is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section.

1. The Principal, Luqman College of Pharmacy, Post Box No. 86, Behind P & T Quarters, Old Jewargi Road, Gulbarga - 585 102 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, B.D.Jatti Homoeopathic Medical College & Hospital, P.B.No.42, D.C. Compound, Dharwad - 580 001 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. "In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith."
Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Government Homoeopathic Medical College, Dr. Siddaiah Puranik Road, Basaveshwara Nagar, Bangalore - 560 079 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as “Observer/Squad” in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

DR. SIDDHARTHA DESAI
ASSO.PROF DEPT. OF PHARMACY
Rajiv Memorial Education Society's College of Pharmacy
Balaji Nagar, Old Jewargi Road, Gulbarga - 585 102
COLL Ph.: 270692, 234757 Fax 270692
MOBILE : 7259511112

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations Seeptember-2020.
Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : AL KAREEM COLLEGE OF NURSING
H. NO. 4-601/43/1/35, BAREY HILLS, NEAR ADARSH NAGAR RING ROAD
GULBARGA - 585 104
CNT PH. : 08472 247280, 247514, 648961, 9448060106 - 247280

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Rajiv Memorial Education Society's College of Pharmacy, Balaji Nagar, Old Jewargi Road, Gulbarga - 585 102 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

DR. SOWMYA S {T0004791}
LECTURER DEPT. OF DENTAL
Sri Hassanamba Dental College
Hassan -
COLL Ph.: Fax
MOBILE : 9743114379

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.
Appointement as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE :RAJEEV COLLEGE OF NURSING N527
K.R.PURAM GOVERNMENT HOSPITAL ROAD HASSAN - 573 201
CNT PH. : 08172 08172-231022 234765, 250678, 9448067550 -

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Sri Hassanamba Dental College, Hassan - is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. If you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Date: 27-08-2020

REPLY URGENT

MR. NAGARAJ BADIGER {T0004741}
PROFESSOR DEPT. OF AYURVEDA
T M A E Societys Ayurvedic Medical College
P. B. No. 54, Sanklapur Thanda, Hospet - 583 201
COLL Ph.: 266016 (O), 224797 Fax
MOBILE: 9481129677

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE: NISARGA COLLEGE OF NURSING
GOWRI COMPLEX, 4TH CROSS BHARATHI NURSING HOME, R C ROAD HASSAN - 573 201
CNT PH.: 08172 232536/329714 - 232536

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, T M A E Societys Ayurvedic Medical College, P. B. No. 54, Sanklapur Thanda, Hospet - 583 201 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

Dr. PRAMOD KACHRU JAGTAP
LECTURER DEPT. OF MEDICAL
Shimoga Institute of Medical Sciences,
Mc.Gann Hospital Campus, Sagar Road (B.H. Road), Shimoga - 577201
COLL Ph.: 229933, 229963 Fax 264100
MOBILE : 9035972566

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE :GOVERNMENT COLLEGE OF NURSING,
VIDYANAGAR, HASSAN - 573 201
CNT PH. : 08172 08172-233351, 9945079848

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Shimoga Institute of Medical Sciences, Mc.Gann Hospital Campus, Sagar Road (B.H. Road), Shimoga - 577201 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

Dr. Nitesh M K {T0004742}
ASST.PROF DEPT. OF AYURVEDA
Alva's College of Naturopathy & Yogic Sciences
Sundari Ananda Alva Campus, Vidyagiri, Dakshina Kannada Moodbidri - 574 227
COLL Ph.: 261072, 9341915140 Fax 08258 - 236731
MOBILE : 9008331208

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations Seeptember-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : GOVERNMENT COLLEGE OF NURSING,
GENERAL HOSPITAL, HOLENARASIPURA - 573 211
CNT PH. : 08175 272645

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B. Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Alva's College of Naturopathy & Yogic Sciences, Sundari Ananda Alva Campus, Vidyagiri, Dakshina Kannada Moodbidri - 574 227 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
R(E)/DR(E)-I/Ex-I/UG & PG /SEP - 2020

REPLY URGENT

Date: 27-08-2020

Mr. Srinivas A
Professor Dept. of Physiotherapy
KTG College of Physiotherapy
Hegganahalli Cross, Sunkada Katte, Vishwaneedan
Post, Via Magadi Road, Bangalore - 560091
COLL Ph.: 28365429, 28365780 Fax 23368971
MOBILE: 9886102450

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.
Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE: AECS PAVAN COLLEGE OF NURSING
BANGALORE-CHENNAI, BYE-PASS ROAD HAROHALLI GARDENS PAVANNAGAR
KOLAR - 563 101
CNT PH.: 08152 08152-222597, 324924 - 222597, 222215

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B. Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, KTG College of Physiotherapy, Hegganahalli Cross, Sunkada Katte, Vishwaneedan Post, Via Magadi Road, Bangalore - 560091 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : SRI DEVARAJ URS COLLEGE OF NURSING

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Originol Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, OXBRIDGE COLLEGE OF PHARMACY, # 8 & 9, MAHADESHWARA NAGAR EXTN, VISHWANEEDAM POST. HEROHALLI CROSS, MAGADI MAIN ROAD Bangalore - 560 091 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

MRS BINDU PRAKASH {T0004781}
LECTURER DEPT. OF MEDICAL
Cauvery Institute of Health Sciences
No.131, 2D, 2E, 2F, KBL LAYOUT, ALANAHALLI
BANNUR RING ROAD Mysore - 570028
COLL Ph.: 2970619 Fax 2970620
MOBILE : 9739711197

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations Seeptember-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020 .

CENTRE :NOORIE COLLEGE OF NURSING
ANDERSON PET KGF,KOLAR DIST KGF - 563 113
CNT PH. : 08153 274000/01, 94498-36137 - 274061

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Cauvery Institute of Health Sciences, No.131, 2D, 2E, 2F, KBL LAYOUT, ALANAHALLI BANNUR RING ROAD Mysore - 570028 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

Date: 27-08-2020

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : E T C M COLLEGE OF NURSING

ELLEN THOBURN COWEN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL GOVERNING BODY, KOLAR - 563 101

CNT PH. : 222694 (O) - 222694

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Krishnadevaraya College of Dental Sciences, Krishnadevaraya Nagar, Via Yelahanka, Hunasamaranahalli, Bangalore - 562 157 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, East Point College of Pharmacy, No. 147, Bidarahalli, Virgonagar Post, Bangalore - 560 049 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

Date: 27-08-2020

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Hassan Institute of Medical Sciences, Near Sri Chamarajendra Hospital Compound, Hassan - 573201 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for University examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
R(E)/DR(E)-I/Ex-I/UG & PG /SEP - 2020

Date: 27-08-2020

REPLY URGENT

MR. ASHOK KUMAR
ASST.PROF DEPT. OF PHARMACY
Sri K V College of Pharmacy
M G Road, Chickaballapur - 562 101
COLL Ph.: 250112, M-99005 10200 Fax
MOBILE: -

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE: SLES COLLEGE OF NURSING
NEAR RAILWAY TRACK, CHELUR ROAD, CHINTAMANI TOWN, KOLAR DIST
CHINTAMANI - 563 125
CNT PH. : 08154 252019 - 252019

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Sri K V College of Pharmacy, M G Road, Chickaballapur - 562 101 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Ayurveda Mahavidyalaya, Heggeri Extension, Old Hubli, Hubli - 580 024 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

Date: 27-08-2020

Dr. AMARESH BELAGANUR
ASST.PROF DEPT. OF HOMEOPATHY
B V V Sangha’s Homeopathic Medical College
Bagalkot - 587 101
COLL Ph.: 220689 / 220702 Fax 225102
MOBILE : 9448418658

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.
Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE: DHANUSH COLLEGE OF NURSING
BEHIND DURGA VIHAR STATION ROAD BAGALKOT -

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, B V V Sangha’s Homeopathic Medical College, Bagalkot - 587 101 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

DR. A VIKNESWARI
ASSO.PROF DEPT. OF PHARMACY
Bharathi College of Pharmacy
Bharathinagar (K M Doddi) Maddur Tq., Mandya
Dist. K M Doddi - 571 422
COLL Ph.: 235111, 245817 (O), 2345817 @ Fax 082
MOBILE : 9259715268

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations Seeptember-2020.
Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020 .

CENTRE :ADICHUNCHANAGIRI COLLEGE OF NURSING
BG NAGAR NAGAMANGALA TALUQ MANDYA DIST. BELLUR - 571 448
CNT PH. : 08234 287868 - 288333

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Originol Order Copy will be farwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Bharathi College of Pharmacy, Bharathinagar (K M Doddi) Maddur Tq., Mandya Dist. K M Doddi - 571 422 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

Dr. DEEPTHI M R
ASST. PROF DEPT. OF AYURVEDA
Ashwini Ayurvedic Medical College
Maralur Ring Road, Tumkur - 572 105
COLL Ph.: 6530902 Fax
MOBILE : 9731312816

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : B G S NURSING COLLEGE
B G S ACADEMY FOR NURSING SCIENCES ATTACHED TO B G S APOLLO HOSPITALS ADICHUNCHANAGIRI ROAD, KUVEMPUNAGAR MYSORE - 570 023
CNT PH. : 0821 2461604, 24610821, 5532359 - 2461080

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Ashwini Ayurvedic Medical College, Maralur Ring Road, Tumkur - 572 105 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, V L College of Pharmacy, Manik Prabhu Temple Road, Raichur - 584 103 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

---

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE: SHRIDEVI COLLEGE OF NURSING
LINGAPURA, N.R. EXTN, SIRA ROAD, TUMKUR - 572 106
CNT PH.: 0816 0816-2211066/2212546 - 2211066

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Ashwini Ayurvedic Medical College, Maralur Ring Road, Tumkur - 572 105 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

DR. SHASHIDHAR M R
ASST.PROF DEPT. OF MEDICAL
Hassan Institute of Medical Sciences,
Near Sri Chamarajendra Hospital Compound,
Hassan - 573201
COLL Ph.: 231699 Fax 08172 - 250330
MOBILE : 9902944452

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : SIDDAGANGA INSTITUTE OF NURSING SCIENCES AND RESEARCH CENTRE
B H ROAD TUMKUR - 572 102
CPT PH. : 0816 2270922(O) - 2274100

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Hassan Institute of Medical Sciences, , Near Sri Chamarajendra Hospital Compound, Hassan - 573201 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

R(E)/DR(E)-I/Ex-I/UG & PG /SEP - 2020

Date : 27-08-2020

REPLY URGENT

DR PALAKSHA M N {T0004786}
ASSO.PROF DEPT. OF PHARMACY
Bharathi College of Pharmacy
Bharathinagar (K M Doddi) Maddur Tq., Mandya
Dist. K M Doddi - 571 422
COLL Ph.: 235111, 245817 (O), 2345817 ® Fax 082
MOBILE : 993785255

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations Seeptember-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE :SRI RAGHAVENDRA COLLEGE OF NURSING
SHANKAR MUTT ROAD RAGHAVENDRA EXTENSION, TUMKUR DIST MADHUGIRI - 572 132
CNT PH. : 08137 283457, 282342,282771 - 282342

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Bharathi College of Pharmacy, Bharathinagar (K M Doddi) Maddur Tq., Mandya Dist. K M Doddi - 571 422 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

Dr. RASHMI
ASST.PROF DEPT. OF AYURVEDA
Ashwini Ayurvedic Medical College
Maralur Ring Road, Tumkur - 572 105
COLL Ph.: 6530902 Fax
MOBILE : 9480330022

Sir,


Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : SRI SIDDARTHIA COLLEGE OF NURSING
AGALKOTE, B H ROAD   TUMKUR - 572 107
CNT PH. : 0816 0816-2255048, 9916439071 - 2275210

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Ashwini Ayurvedic Medical College, Maralur Ring Road, Tumkur - 572 105 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Dr. K.B. Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

R(E)/DR(E)-I/Ex-I/UG & PG /SEP - 2020

Date: 27-08-2020

REPLY URGENT

Dr. JAGANANNATH BABU  
PROFESSOR DEPT. OF MEDICAL  
Mysore Medical College & Research Institute,  
Irwin Road, Mysore - 570 021  
COLL Ph.: 2520512 Fax 2520803  
MOBILE : 9740998586

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : MYTHRI COLLEGE OF NURSING  
VINAYAKA NAGAR,  
SHIMOGA NANJAPPA LAYOUT, BYPASS ROAD, NEAR SAHYADRI COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCE SHIMOGA - 577 203  
CNT PH. : 08182 08182-240065, 240106 -  

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B. Linge Gowda  
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Mysore Medical College & Research Institute, Irwin Road, Mysore - 570 021 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note:  
1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

DR. VINAY S BHAT {T0004713}
PROFESSOR DEPT. OF AYURVEDA
A L N Rao Ayurvedic Medical College
Chikmagalur Dist, Koppa - 577126
COLL Ph.: 221205, 221720 (O), 08265 - 221764 ® F
MOBILE : 9448319958

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : NANNIPPA INSTITUTE OF NURSING SCIENCES
K . NO 5603 & 5619, GADIKOPPA (ALKOLA) SAGAR ROAD, SHIMOGA - 577 204
CNT PH. : 08182 221416, 251181 - 274612, 251181

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Originol Order Copy will be farwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, A L N Rao Ayurvedic Medical College, Chikmagalur Dist, Koppa - 577126 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda  
Registrar (Evaluation)  

R(E)/DR(E)-I/Ex-I/UG & PG /SEP - 2020  

Date: 27-08-2020  

REPLY URGENT  

DR. PRASHANTH DONUKAR  
ASST.PROF DEPT. OF HOMEOPATHY  
Alva’s Homoeopathic Medical College  
R.S. No. 227/2P, Thenkamijar, Dakshina Kannada District. Moodbidri - 574 227  
COLL Ph.: 261072 Fax 236731  
MOBILE : 7353079975  

Sir,  

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.  
Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF  

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.  

CENTRE : ZULEKHA NURSING COLLEGE  
KODIABAIL MANGALORE - 575003  
CNT PH. : 0824 2496851, 4252471,2496851,4252472, 4252471 - 2496800  

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.  

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.  

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.  

Sd/-  
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda  
Registrar (Evaluation)  

Note: The Originol Order Copy will be farwarded to Finance Section  

1. The Principal, Alva’s Homoeopathic Medical College, R.S. No. 227/2P, Thenkamijar, Dakshina Kannada District. Moodbidri - 574 227 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.  

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.  
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

DR. P V KULKARNI
PROFESSOR DEPT. OF AYURVEDA
Shri Dhanvantari Ayurveda College & Hospital
Siddapur, Uttara Kannada District - 581 355
COLL Ph.: 08389 - 231036, 231551 Fax 08389 - 231
MOBILE : 8105377960

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020. 
Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE :KLE SOCIETY’S INSTITUTE OF NURSING SCIENCES
DR. KAMALA HOSPITAL & MEDICAL RESEARCH CENTRE  ANKOLA - 581314
CNT PH. : 08388 233209, 230252, 231041, 320700 - 230252

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Originol Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Shri Dhanvantari Ayurveda College & Hospital, Siddapur, Uttara Kannada District - 581 355 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
R(E)/DR(E)-I/Ex-I/UG & PG /SEP - 2020  Date : 27-08-2020

REPLY URGENT

Dr. MAHADEV P MANGANE  (T0004795)
ASST PROF DEPT. OF AYURVEDA
N K Jabshetty Ayurvedic Medical College & PG Centre
Shri Sidharudh Math, Bidar - 585 403
COLL Ph.: 234422, 234849 (O), 222666 ® M - 9448
MOBILE : 7022403497

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations Se ep tember-2020.
Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE :SRI SOUBHA GYA LALITHA COLLEGE OF NURSING
NEAR RADHAKRISHNA HIGH SCHOOL, GUTTE SRI NAGAR BANGALORE - N957
CNT PH. : 080 26756036, 9886170470 -

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-
Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, N K Jabshetty Ayurvedic Medical College & PG Centre, Shri Sidharudh Math, Bidar - 585 403 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note:  
1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

DR. SUBASH SRIVATSAV  {T0004796}
ASST.PROF DEPT. OF PHYSIOTHERAPY
Vikas College of Physiotherapy,
Urva Chilimbi, Ashok Nagar Post, Mangalore - 575 006
COLL Ph.: 2459020, 2457774 Fax 0824 - 2455016
MOBILE : 8123774319

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

CENTRE : NEW MANGALA COLLEGE OF NURSING
VIDYANAGAR, PO. PEDAMALE, NEERMARGA, MANGALORE -

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Vikas College of Physiotherapy , Urva Chilimbi, Ashok Nagar Post, Mangalore - 575 006 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.
2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Note: The Original Order Copy will be forwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Bharathi College of Pharmacy, Bharathinagar (K M Doddi) Maddur Tq., Mandya Dist. K M Doddi - 571 422 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.
REPLY URGENT

DR. VEDAVATHI
PROFESSOR DEPT. OF MEDICAL
Shimoga Institute of Medical Sciences,
Mc.Gann Hospital Campus, Sagar Road (B.H. Road), Shimoga - 577201
COLL Ph.: 229933, 229963 Fax 264100
MOBILE : 9060374049

Sir,

Sub: Conduct of University UG AND PG Examinations September-2020.

Appointment as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF

I am happy to inform you, that the Vice-Chancellor is pleased to appoint you as OBSERVER CUM SQUAD CHIEF in connection with the conduct of Under Graduate Theory examination scheduled to be on 02-09-2020 to 18-09-2020.

You are requested to contact the Principal and Chief Superintendent of the said examination centre and get yourself acquainted with the assigned work.

Kindly send your acceptance immediately in the enclosed form by return post. Another copy of the acceptance form may kindly be sent to the Chief Superintendent of the Examination Centre.

Your co-operation to conduct the examination in a smooth manner is solicited.

Sd/-

Dr. K.B.Linge Gowda
Registrar (Evaluation)

Note: The Originol Order Copy will be farwarded to Finance Section

1. The Principal, Shimoga Institute of Medical Sciences, Mc.Gann Hospital Campus, Sagar Road (B.H. Road), Shimoga - 577201 is requested to spare the services of the said teacher for university examination.

Note: 1. Examination work is mandatory.

2. In case, if you have previously done your duties as "Observer/Squad" in the same centre, you are hereby directed to decline this appointment and intimate this office forthwith.